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CHAPTER-7
RusQetz' s Theory of Det:;criptions : Concluding Assessments

Section- I

Overview

li1 this concluding chapter we
Rti~sell

dea~

with some contemporary tt·eqbi:1ent of

and Frege' s views of proper names. There is a trend nqw*lays to

qbliterate tlie distinction be~weeh Russell and Frege' s theory of proper name~)
qhd to tteat them bo~h as sense theories. But actually R-ussell had two theories,
qne for ordinai"y proper names, and another for logically proper palTies.
According to Russell the former has sense but the latter does not. Yet again,
what Russell really wants to say is this -

ordinary proper names are not

genuine proper names at aJl, they are abbreviated descriptions. What is most
confusing is that he denies ordinary proper names the status of genubie names
on the ground that they do not have sense. To be honest with Ru~s¢H we see
that he rejects the Fregean tl)ebry of sense and so~ do not think it to be JtJstified
tQ p-qt him together with Frege. Of course Russell does say that the orclinary
proper pame hqs descriptive cqntent, and What he means by this is that, it can
be expandeq into a description. Frege' s theory
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is now taken to be sirp_ilar to

Sqqyvson and Searie's theor~es of the sense of a proper !}arne. In this Chapter, I
wish to discuss the works of some recent researchers on reference and names. I
I

,

.

'

have stated here Quine, Kripke cmd Donn~llan' s views regarding this fi111tter. I
I

have also tried to justify some of Russell and Strawson' s views artd S~r where
eitHer of them yvas mistaken. Lastly, I Wish to say this that, giving full cted~t to
Russell's theory, I Btfll feel inclined towards psing ordinary lqng\iftg;e as
Shaw~on hq~ stiggeshxL

S~ction- II

the problem of indiscemihility of identicals : Quine's view

The law of indiscernibility of id~nticals or the principle of substitutivit:y which
I

Wqs devised by Leib~tz

ru~ th~~: 'Giv~n

a true statement of identity, ort~ of its

two terms may be substituted fpr the other in any true statement anq the result

will be true' .l ~tnsky has ~ dtffe:n:n1t opinion about the tnatter; he says that the
:ptif\ciple of substituHvity and th~ indiscernibility of idertticais are two di~t:}nct
ptinciples. A failure to see this distinction -led to certain confusions between
proper names and descriptive phrases specially when applying the princtple of
subst:it:ut:ivHy to the th~ory of descriptions. The principle of the indiscetrUbility
of identicals states that if x

= y,

then any property of xis a property of

y, and

conversely. On the oUter hand, the principle of the subst:itut:ivity of tclertticals
192

.Sfl-YS that if 4 al1d b qi·e names (or other designations) for the same ~hif).g tpen a
~ah replace
teplac~

Pin 1:1ny trhe proposition in which it occurs (ahd coiwerseiy b can

a) salv(l ~Jeritate.z

Irt Russell's form~ilation of the principle of substitutivity, a confusion arises: 'If a
is identical with b, whatever is true of the one is true of the other and either may
~e substituted for the other in any proposition without altering the truth or

falsehood of that proposition.' This means that if a is identical with lJ, whatever

if! true of the 0~1e is trlle of the other, which in turn means that every property of
t1 is a property of b and conversely and moreover either may be subfltihlted for

the other in any pro1~osiHon, salvrz veritate. But the use-mention confusion in this
I

'

'

•

formation was to be ~tere4 b~cCJ-t.lse what we substitute in a proposition is not a
for b (or conversely) put rtqmes (or other designations) for a and b. So, after
correction, we obtain the following principle:

'tf a is identical with b, whatever is true of the one is true of the other ari-d na:p:1.es
(or other designations) for

a and

b may be substituted for each other in any

proposition salva ·veritnte'.

qnsky states that this prindple fB alsd false, which can be evidenceq cj.s follows :
~ott is tl).e ~pthor

of Waverley ... (i)

Geor&e IV wished to lcnow whether Scott was the a1+thor of Waverley ... .(2)
Therefore, Geprge IV wished to knmy whether Scott was Scott ... (3)
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Oue

to a wrong assllinption it seems that we must accept this false principle.

The false assumption is that any open sentence expresses a property. If this
(lssumption wa:s a true one then the verified principle of substitutivity would
have been entailed by the principle of indiscernibility of identicals. But that this
assumption is dubious is quite clear.

It therefore reihains a problem as to what is wrong with (1), (2) <j.l1d (3),. Some

open sentences do express properties and some do not. There has

no~

so far

b~~n arty Hne of demarcation in this regard. So we cannot know which

sentences expri=ss properties arid which do not. So, the problem has not yet
been solved satisfactorily.3

Quine, Frege and Russell are however determined to defend Leibnitz' s law the principle of substilutivity. As we have just seen, the 'law' seems to be false,
for it is possible tlwt: Smith knows that Venus is the morning sta:r and yet does
pot know that Ventis is the evening star, though, 'The morning stq.r is the
eve:riing star' is a b·ue st(ltement qf identity.

Or, to take ap.ot·her example,
(1)

Cicero is Tully,
and

(2).

'Cicero' is spelt with six letters.
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From (1) and (2) it does not follow that
(3)

Tuiiy is spe~t wHh six letters.4

LiMky gpes op. fo show tpat not only is it possible to proquce examples that are
oppo$ed to Lei~nitz' s Law, bpt it is alsQ the case that no two terms equally
follow it.

Ht and t' be two different terms q.nd if
(4)

Jones explicitly denied that t
follow that

(5)

Jones explicitly

~lehied

t=

=

t' be a true statement, surely it does not

t

So, if we have to defend Leibiutz' s Law then we also have to accept the peculiar
cortseqq.ence tqat otLly trivial statements of the form t

=

t are true statements of

!clep.tity and therefore q. true statement of identity can never be informative.

Quine seeks to solve the problem in the following manner. He says that there
are 'referentially opaque' positions in sentences. For these positiops the
principle of substih1itivity is not a valid mode of inference. These pqsitiotiB are
8t1th that expressions occupyi.rlg them do not succeed in referi"ing to any Hung,
wl1ereas the sa.JTie expt·essiohs do refer to something in referentiapy open
positions. To fnp.ke the point we will uf?e an example:
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In the statement,' Smith knows that Venus is the morning star' the position of
the subject and predicate expressions are opaque. Again in the statement,
"'Cicero' is spelt with six letters", the portion between the quotation m(lrks is
referentially opaqt:j.e. Accorqing to Quine, the cases of failure of subsHtuitivity
do not implicate exceptions to Leibnitz's Law, but only to refereiitiai opacity
(lctually. It might be objecteq that Quine has not been successf11l in showing
th(lt Leibr)itz's law has qo exceptions. He has only been <!.ble to give
charq.cterization of tl1e exceptions. Quine has to accept that they i:nvcilve
substitution into teferehtially opaque positions and if Quine insists on
defending Leibnitz' s law, he must reformulate it in the following way :

Given a true statement of identity, one of its two terms
may be substituteP. for the other at any referentially open
positiori in a ht1e statement, salva veritate.

This new version does not have exceptions even in the case

of verbs of

propositional attitude. B}lt, what is the status of substituting positions within
clauses governed by

the~e

verbs - are they referentially open or opaque? What

is the criterion of the referential opacity of a position? These que~rions remain
to be answered.

W~-iile

we are contemplating on this topic, which h<!.s a vast

range and includes issues like naming, denoting, descriptions, existence etc., let
us also consider the views of some prominent philosophers who have made
significant contributions in this field in contemporary philosophy. Am,ong them
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pre John Searle, Suul Kripke, Keith Donmillan, Hilary Putnam, Donald
Oavidson,

~- Evai1s,

S. Neale to name only a few. However, in the present

context I have only d!scussed theories of Kripke and Donnellan, though each
one has something Important to say on the problem.

Scctioit - Ill

Donnellan's Distinction

Among the recent philosophers Keith Donnellan, while criticizing both Russell
and Strawson's accoUnt of definite descriptions brings forth an it1te1·esting
objection to Russell's theory. In his article "Reference and Definite
p~sctlptioils~' (1966),

in Philosophical Review, he differentiates between tyvo uses

of definite descrip~tons.- This brought out another· aspect of the description
theory and came to b,e know as the fq.mous Donnellan's distinction :
I will call ~1e two uses of definite descriptions I have in
mind the attrjputive· use and the referential use. A speaker
who uses a definite description attributively in an assertion
states something .about whoever or whatever is the so-and-so.
A speaker who uses a definite description referentially in an
assertion, on the other hand, uses the description to enable
his audience to pick O!Jt whom or what he is talking about and
states something about that person or thing. In the first case
the definite description might be said.to occur essentially; for
the s-peaker wishes to assert so~ething about whatever or whoever fits that description; but in the referential use the definite
description Is p1erely one tool for doing a certain job - callirtg
attenti:on to a person or thing - and in general any other devi~e
for doft)g the s~ rrye job, another description or a name would do ~s
well. ~n the tittributive use, the attribute of beipg the so-and-so is
all-importart while tt is not so in the referential use. 5
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Donnellan haq noted that even if Russell is right about some uses of
descriptions, l1e has rnissed out the "referential" use of descriptions. Russell
writes as if all descriptions were used attributively. The most obvious type of
referential use is when a description is written in capital letters and is Used as a
title e.g. "The Holy Roman Empire." The description here -does not rnat:ch its
attributes, i.e., its referent is neither lfoly, nor Roman, nor an empire.

I

.

.

,

Russell might have pointed dp't thq.t this is not a description at q!I, put as the
\=iiPita)letters show,

His used here as a title. We will use examples to inake the

point clear. "The Swq.n" is the name of a piece of instrumental music by SaintSa'~ns,

and sentences contahiing this title are about music, not about a certain

kind of.watet bjrd.

However, Don-nellan has further shown that there are still cases in W~ich we
use description solely to foc.us on a particular individual

regarqles~

pf that

person or tNng's ath"lbptes. We rnay use one of Rtisseil own exatnple~ to show

Example 1 : Smith has beert murdered and after looking at his mutilated body
we say, Smith's murderer is insane.
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Here we m~an that i:he person, (let his name be Jones), who lws 111prdered
Sqrith so brutally, nwst be out of his mind, and this is an attributive use. But
supposing we have no direct knowledge about Smith's murder and somehow
we are attending the trial where we see the person who is being charged with
Smith's murder; watching }1is unnatural behaviour we say, "Smith's murderer
is insane". J-Iere the use is referential because we are only referring to the
person we are looking at regardless of what attributes he has.

Donnellan accuses not only R~ssell, but also Strawson. As opposed to what
I

. .

~

.

I

.

,

PonneJian has said about Ryssell (tha;t he had overlooked the referential lise of
d~scriptio11s), whi!e examining Strawson's theory Donnellan notices that

Strawson did not see the attrib1Jtive us~; that he assumes all descriptive phrases
to·be referenti&l and did not see that a definite description may be used nonreferentially.

So, according to Donnellan, both Russell and Strawson were mistake!) in
thinking that ~efinite descriptions always function in one way. He gives several
thP.racterizations of both tne uses. About the new. referential use, he says:

[W]e expect and intend our audience to realize whom we have
in mind -and, qtost importantly, to know that it is this per son
abo11t whom we are going to say something. 6
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He characterizes the attributive pse by saying:" the Bis y", "if nothing is B then
nothing has been said to be y". The difference with the referential use is that,
'~the

fact that nothing is

th~

B does not have this consequence." 7

But Donnellan's theory when closely examined reveals a ·few difficulties.
William Lycan opines that sometimes the real referent differs from the semantic
referent. Goirm back to the example (Ex- 1) we have cited, we suppose that in
spite
of all evidences, in actu(:llity Jones is innocent; that Smith
co:punitted
I
,
suicide; that fhete is no murderer. So, there is no semantic referent here.

Donnellan defenqs himself saying that whether or not the real referent is the
semantic referent, does not matter; his theory holds true. He says that
regardless of whether he is the murderer or not, the statement will be true if
Jones is insane. To make this clear Donnellan further gives the example of a
party guest observing a disttrtguished looking person sipping from a glass; the
guest asks, "Who is the man drinking a martini?" Actually the glass rolds orily
water, not martini; (the gties~ mistakenly assumes wat~r to b~ nvirtini) but
'

ponnellan m.a~ntains that in fact the guest wants to knqw about that p<irticular
rnan and not c:my other person in the party, drinking martini. Thus the choice of
the definite description, i.e., the particular description which is chosen, rather
than any other, is not essential for the reference to be consummated.
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It is important for our inesent purpose to have total clarity on the irnpljcp.ti~n of

bortnella11' s di~~inctkm. One ~f the things it does imply is that the attributive
4~e

too is referential in the basic sense, although 'anything which might be

iqentified as reference here, it is reference in a very weak sense .... ' 8 It

is also

necessary to be clear· about whether the difference throws any light on the
qpestion of the possibility of non-singular reference. One important coni:lusion
that seems obvious is that an attributive use of a definite description tahnot
result in a strictly singular reference. The reference, although it is made by a
term, which is apparently singular is, in an important way, general. When the
speaker says that Stnith's pu.~t4erer is insane, as far as the speaker's utterance
~oes apy indlviqunJ might have committed it, and so arty individual could have

b~en the referent of the definite description. This is the generality involved in

the referenc~, which could be made by a definite description used attributively.9

Another important point to notice is that Donnellan by his distinction.s between
two uses of definite descriptions tries to bring about a synthesis of Russell and
Strawson. They were both right and both wrong. The new theory incoi'poi'ates
what is correct in both.

tn 1979, Saull(ripke1° distinguished between what a linguistic expression itself
means or refers to and wl1at a speaker means or refers to in using the
expression.

L~t

us tal.<e for example :
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Example 2 : Alpert's an elegant fellow.

If we take this sentence literally it means that Albert is an elegant fellow. But a

speaker might use it sarcastically to mean that Albert is actually a revolting
slob. In contrast with semantic reference, in the speaker

of q. description on ap occasion of its use is the

refer~nce,

object to which

H1e t13ferent

tiw

~peaker

intends to dhtw attention.
I

.kripke thinks that Donnellan has failed to notice that a sentence containing a
definite description can be true even if nothing (or something) is the
descriptions' semantic referent. But I think that Donnellan's distinction cannot
be fully rejected. It has certain value of its own. Donnellan's theory q:iises the
question of specifying the circttmstances under which one succeeds ip referring,
by using a description, to the person or thing one intends to refet· to. He has
also shown that this does not always go by sep1antic referent. So kripke's
obj~ction

does hot do hm jtis-tfce to Dopnellan' s distinction.

J\.gain, even if we agree with Kripke it remains to be seen whether, for the
referential case, the q.ctual referent is

a~ways

the speaker-referent. This question

presupposes a third notion, that of "actual" referent, which is distinct from the
other two.
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this means that the actual refe:rent is the ·object about which the speaker
;;ictually succeeded ih mal<ing a statement. Of coutse, if the theory of
descriptions is correct, either the actual referent is always the semantic referent
or, since according to Russell definite descriptions do not really refer at all,
there is no actual referent.11

Another recent researcher on this topic A.F. Mackay12 argued that in sorpe cases
at:tual referent might be the semantic referent rather than the

speak~r r~fei"ent,

even if one ~sspea ks. For ihsta~ice, let us suppose that there is a rock and a
book on a taqie. I want the book but mistakenly I utter, "Bring me the rock on
tl)e table." Using "the rocl<" referentially and speaker referring to the book, I
have still asked you to bring me the rock. If you bring me the book instead it
does not mean you .are complying. -What Mackay wants to point out is that a
speaker's intention may be arbitrarily crazy.

The q11estion arises here that whether this notion of ali "actual referent" can
rightfully be accepted. I thipl< that though our concepts of semantic referent and
speaker referent are clear, perhaps the idea of an "actual referent" is j11st the
confusion of the two.·
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Section -IV

Saul Kripke's theory of Proper Names

Kripke' s argument for the thesis that proper names do not have any serise is
based :mainly on a distinction between what he calls rigid and non-rigid or

ncr:identql de$ignators. A rigid designator is one which designates the same
opject in all possible worlds; i.e., if it designates a certain object in the actual

wprld then it designates the same object in all other possible worlds in which the
object exists at all (it should be taken into consideration that there may be some
possible world in which the object may not exist). A non-rigid designator, on
the other hand is one, which does not designate the same object in all possible
worlds; there may be some other world in which the designator clestgnates
something different from what it designates in the actual world. For exqmple
'the square root of 4' is a rigid designator for it refers to the same object namely,
number 2 irt 1=111 possiple worlds. Whereas 'the President of the USA in 1970' is a
non-rigid

d~signator

for it may designate different individuals in possible

worlds other them ach,ial. to clarify the point, 'the President of the USA in 1970'
-designates

Ri~hard

Nixon in the actual world. But, there is nothing inevitable

about it. It is only due to the actual outcome of the relevant Presidential
election; the result of the election might have been different and ip case, a
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qifferent man hp.d bee11 electeq, 'the President of the USA in 1970', would have
qesignated that other rnan.

Kripke' s argument against the theory that proper names have sense as well as
reference is· formula ted on the basis of this distinction between rigid qnd nonrigid designators. Eminent philosopher Pranab Kumar Sen analyses l(tipke' s
q.rgument in his book togic, Inductiqn and Ontologtj in the following way:

it

a proper nalne hns a sense, then the reference of the prclpet nam¢ is

qetermi:ned py its sefit;e. The meaning of this is that every proper name J:tleans
certain properti~s or conditions, which the object designated by it must fulfil or,
we may say that we can call an object by a certain proper name if and only if
that object satisfies certain conditions demanded by that proper name. If this
theory be accepted then a proper name cannot be called a rigid designator
because a certain object may satisfy the conditions of the proper hame it is
.

I

associated wiJh in the acttiE!l world, but the same object rrtay not SE!-tisty the
conditions ip all other possible worlds. It is probable that some other object
satisfies the cqndition in so111e other world. So we have to concluq~ that 'if the
reference of a proper harne is cl.etermined by its sense, it has to be a non-rigid
4esignatbr behaving just like 'the President of the USA in 1970'. J3ut the
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fact is

that a proper name is a rigid designator; therefore, a proper name does not have
a sense.

l3ut, how can it be show11 thqt a proper name is a rigid designator? Kripke' s
argument to prove the ppip.t goes

lik~

this. He says that we are

~ble

to make

count~:Jrfactual statemehts with the help of proper names and unless proper
~ames

were :rigid qesignators we wquld not have successfully done so. For

example, the man who was actually the President of the USA in 1970, by virtue
of hq.ving won the relevant election might not have been so. Because it was a
mere contingent fact that he won the election. To assert the case we cart just use
the name of the person and say 'Nixon' might not have been the president of the
USA in 1970. This tytJe of assertions could not be meaningfully stated unless
proper names desigrated the same thing or individual m both actual and
possible world.

Now, does K:tipke's argument result in the rejection of the sense theory of
proper

na~es?

Is the argpment

accep~able?

An argument, we know is

considered to be valid if its premises are all true and the conclusion is not false.
So, first of all let us ~ee if the premises of the said argument are all true.
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The first premise of the argument is: if the proper name has a sense then tfl.ere is
associated with every proper name a certam condition such that the proper
name designates an object if and only if the object satisfies the condition. Sen
thinks that this premise is true. To show this, Sen says, it is necessary for us to
clearly distinguish two sigqificqhtly different ways in which one may maintain
that a proper name is assoctateq with a condition. We can either maihtqin tl1at a
. proper name is associated with a condition such that the condition oilly fixes
the reference of the name. Or we may also maintain that a proper name is
~ssocjated

with a coi1~ition not ohly in that the condition fixes the reference of

the name, but also in that the fulfilment of the condition by the object is strictly
entailed by its being designated by the name, so that the fulfilment bf the
condition is logically p.ecessary and sufficient for the object's being designated
by the name.

the following examp~e wqtdd help i:n understanding the distinction cle~t·iy :

One inq.y mainl:<lin that !he condition involved in the description
'the l~ngth of t:h\0' standarq metre bar in Paris' is associated with
the d\'lsignator 'One 111etre', but only by way of determining its
reference, and t:hat is why it is logically possible that the length
designateq by 'one metre' would cease to satisfy the condition in
the logically possibl~ event of the metre bar changing in its length,
and w'ouid still contitme to be designated by the same designator.1 3
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Now it becomes clear from the above example that followers of the sense theory
must maintain that some condition or the other is associated with evet·y proper
name not in the first put in the

s~conq

manner. To say precisely, there .qp.1st be a

logical connection between a proper name anq the condition that fixes its
I

qle;;tning or sense. The relation shoulq be something more than just fixing the
reference.

We will turn now to the secbhd premise of Kripke's argument. It says th~t if the
reference of a name is determined by its sense, if, that is, a name designates an
object if and only if it satisfies a certain condition, then it cannot be a rigid
designator. This premise is actually a little doubtful. As Kripke Nrtt.self has
pointed out, some of the qesignators, which are of this kind Q.te tigid
designators, e.g., the square root of

4 is

2 in all possible worlds. ~t tpay be

argued at this point t:hat though the sense of 'the square root of 4' determines its
f~~erence; it is still &. r\gid clesignator. This is because of the fact that the sense

cor(sists of a property which is essential to the number it designates, but first of
qll'the square root of 4' is not really a proper name, and secondly, 'the square
root of 4' does not designate any normal thing like persons, things and places
and moreover it is not confirmed whetJler they can be said to have any essential
properties. Kripke himself has sought to establish that particular persons and
things, typical bearers of ptdpet rtaq1es, do have essential properties. This
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should be clear from the following two examples used by Kripke ---- the
property of being born to the parents to whom he is in fact born is an essential
property of Nixon, and the property of being made of the block of wood of
which it is actually made is an essential property of a wooden table.

In defence of Kripke, it might be said that what is important is not wh~t~1er. the
tl1ihg designilted by proper names have essential properties, but the
lies in the fact that vvhether these

ess~nces

import~nce

play .any role in the d.esignation of

objects by proper narnes. A little speculation over the matter shows that they do
not. In the first place, looking back to Locke, we see that he had maintained that
these essential properties of things are in general unknown and unknowable
and so they cannot be used by proper names. Secondly, even if they are
knowable, it is not necessqrily the case that these essences contribute towards
H1e determinatipn of r~ference of proper names. The accidental chC).tq,ct~ristics
'

'

,

I

may well suffice in doing the job, (i.e., we should be able to understand which
is the nam~ of which object.) To use the example agaiq., the descrfptiqp:, 'the
President of the USA in 1970', which is -used for the purpose of fixing the
reference of the proper na1ne Nixon is not necessarily satisfied by what the
nqme designates.
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The above argument in defence of Kripke, however, cannot save kripke' s
second premise, namely, if ~he reference of a narp_e is determined by its sense
then it cannot be a rigid d~signator because if it is not the essential property
whkh detertn~nes t1·1e reference of the name for its users then it i~ not the
essenj:ial property wl1i!=h constitv.tes its sense.

Now let us consider the third premise of Kripke's argument, namely, a proper
name is a rigid designator. Though this premise is unable to save Ktipke's
argilment (due to the weakness of the second premise) it has an importance of
its own. Kripke' s major conttibution to the theory of names is that he
emphasizes on proper names' being rigid designators and also goes on to show
its various implications.

The root of Ktipl<e's third premise may, however, be traced back to Mill. Mill
had said that a proper name is a name of the thing itself. This means that the
proper nam~ designates the object and the designation is done irrespective of
the properties it may or may not have; also whether or not it satisfies a
description or condition. lf it is so then proper names are surely rigid
designators. If we do not accept this we shall never be able to say significantly
that this or that object sq.tisfies or faUs to satisfy, such and such \:Olf4Hions.
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Kripke' s argument draws our attention to this fact that proper names are
indeed such designators.

Russell introduced another line of thinking regarding the nature of proper
names. Russell claimed that a proper name refers to its referent directly, and
not through any dwracteristics. David Kaplan developed this idea later in
rhirmte detail in thp cmitcxt of demonstratives. According to Sen, sayinS that a
designator stands fnr the object directly and saying that it stands for the object
itself. are two ideas, which are logically equivalent to ecj.ch other. A designator
stands for the object itself if and only if it refers to it directly.

In view of the foregoing discussion, we can therefore reach the conchision that
both sense and no-sense theories of proper names originate from the satne basic
characteristic of proper nap-tes, that is a proper name stands for the object itself,
o:r equivalently that: it: refers to th~ object directly. The two contradictory theses
do not follow from each other.

Thus the following statement about Ktipke' s argument may be implicated :

What we have built up, as Kripke's argument against sense theory of proper
names does not succeed in its purpose. However, there are certain novel ideas
in his argument, which are very basic to the notion of proper names. Though
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the roots of these ideas, as we have seen, can be found in Mill and Russell's
'

'

.

.

\

'

. I

\

I

•

work. But Kripke' s rnost significant achievement is in showing us the farreaching consequences of the theory that a proper name is a rigid designator.

Section- V

Concluding Remarks·

This dissertqtion, as the title, "Russell's Theory of Descriptions" - A Stat~ment
and Evaluation, suggests,
is a critical assessment of Russell's out$tahdhi8I thesis. '
.
In this paper I have also discussed the views of certain other ph.iJosophers
before and C}fter Russeil, philosophers who have speculated on the problems
regarding narhes and descriptions. As is now understood, th¢ pro~l~~ns of
r12ference diq not emerge only after Russell first stated them in his pqper 'On
Denoting' ahtwst 100 years ago. The success of Russell's theory, in my opinion
is that, it has defied time. Russell was the first one to present the problems
systematically and analyse them. With him started a new era in Philosophy and
a new field, which is now called Analytic Philosophy. Though his predecessors
had also tried to solve the puzzles of reference, Russell's h~cj.pner

of

approaching. the problem ahd his solution in the form of The 'f~wqry of
Descriptions surpassed them ail. It was not subjected to any fprm of serious
criticism for nearly fifty y(2ars q.fter it was first put forth.
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Russell had devised the theory of descriptions because he was not satisfied with
the attemptep solutiot1s of Meinong and Frege to the problems of refer~nce. He
thought that his own theory hqp adequately solved the problems. But p~cepting
Russell's views will 11.0t be poing proper justice to these two great phitosophers
who were largely 1i-dsinterpreted q.nd misunderstood. The role of Meinong in
111odern British phiiosophy
hq.s been largely that of 'a philosophicai Au11ty Sally
.
'

'

who is honoured in being str1.1ck down'. The recognition is gradually dawning
that Meinong made significant and substantial contribution to philqsophy.
Philosophers now have started taking interest in Meinong' s theory, which is, no
doubt, very

difficu~t

to grasp. In contrast, Frege' s work has been highly
,

I

acclaimed and acknowledged. He is now considered to be the Great
Grandfather of Analytic Philosophy. However, from these facts it qoes not
follow that their theories were who~ly correct; I only want to sqb~rtit that
Russell had rejectecl them tor wrong reasons. Particularly, regarqing frege,
,

.

I

Russell's argqments show thq.t the connection between

s~nse

and refetence is

obscure but he seems not to resolve that obscurity.

I also do not entertq.iri the idea that Russell's theory was inadequate. When we
refer to Russell's dqctrine q.s 'The Theory of Descriptions', it

i~

p gross

understatement in itself for it involves Russell's logical thinking, some of his
!3pistemologicai view~ af!.ci also his semantical and ontological theot~es. This
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doctrine helps us to understand the importance of philosophical ~1\alysis for the
exposure anc!. clarJflcaHon of philosophical prolJlems.

In spite of all these Rqssell fails in his primary objective. On close inspection it

of the

is clear thiit he is upable to provide a satisfactory solution to one
problems he d.ealt )NHh.

t

have in mind problems concerning 'propositional

attitudes' and 'non-extensional contents'. To solve them, Russeil had to amend
'

,

'

'

I

•

'

I

I

I

}lis original theory between 1905 and 1910. Further, as opposed to what Russell
had claimed,· hjs theory h(ls not been found indispensable for sciJvirtg the
puzzles. It js also C1t'guab1e as to how far the theory is in itself q~ceptable;
because,

the

theory

involv~s

controversjc:H and or: co~rse

First,
_

Russel~

~here

certain assumptiops,

which are highly

Rre alternative solutions to the same puzzles.

calls expressions of the form "the so-and-so" and "a so..and-so"

"descriptions", i.e., they have descriptive function. So, if these expressions

are used for the purpose of desqibtng, surely they can be used flS pr¢qicates.
Yet, Russell says that these expressions are neither names nor predicates.
Secondly, Russell som,etimes :rptxes ll.p the two kinds of descriptions, which is
very confusing.. II: Is true that a definite description is neither a ruirhe nor a
j:>i'~dicate

anp in

SOITIC

cases the indefinite description also behaves in this way.

'$ut it is definHely wrong to assume that "a man" in "Socrates is a ma11" does
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does not have a predicative fupction. There is a schematic difference between
the two uses of the same phtase a
II

man" in "Socrates is a mar( and "I i:p.et a

,
man.

' .

I

Thirdly, Russell has peen inconsistent in his assumptions. On the one hand he
says that des<:riptltms (lre neither names nor predicates; on the otli.er IiariC:i he
does assume that a description, eyen a definite description,

H~s

some

predicative function and that is why in his analysis a proposition contairnng a
definite description involves saying that certain things are possessed of certain
properties in terllli! pf which the meaning of this description was to be
explained.

Fourthly, Russell ~o:hfuses descriptive content (meaning) with descl"iptive
fqnction. He says ~:hat no proposition containing a definite descriptipn can be
c(ltegorical or subject-predicate in form. Russell argues that an exptesston like
"th~ author ot Waverley" has a descriptive content or meaning and as such it

cannot be used to refer to anything, for referring cannot be done by descriptions.
But actually if 'the author of Waverley' has a referring function, it cannot have a
descriptive f~Ii.dion qJso; however, it may well have a descriptive cont~nt.
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Lastly, Russell always tlwught that a statement must be e~ther true or fa~~e. But,
f~llowing Stt11wson we can say tpat it may well be neither true nor false. Russell

was working with a bogus trichotomy- true, false and meaningless. Strawson
'

'

scores a point over ~pssell here by distinguishing between true or false and
meaningful or meariingless. According to Strawson, as we have

e~rlier

discussed in detail, 4 sentence could be meaningful or meaningless whereas
what may be true or f11lse is only a statement.

Hence, to sum up :

' (i)

StrawSOJ.1 polrtts out thilt Russell views sentences and their logical
properties top abstracrly and igrtbres their standard conversational uses
by reC).l people in rea~ life situa~ons.

(ii)

Rusf.!eil misses

the fact that sentences containing non-denoting

descriptions are not regarded as false but they are truth-valueless due to
presuppositiorlal failure. He alsoignorescontext-bound descriptions.
(iii)

Donnellan distinguished between referential and attributive '1-lses of
descriptions, which were tgnored by Russell and Strawson respe~tiyely.

(iv)

RusseU' s theo~-y cannot explain all the anaphoric uses of descriptions.

Sqawson' s theory can be regarded as another paradigm in this fielcl because it
triecl to chan~e the p~radigtn (Russell's theory) itself. The change was so great it
can be called a revol4tlon inside philosophical circle but my conclusion is that it
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iqrgely fails as an qtbick on Ru,ssell's theory. St:rawson criticizes F.U.ssell on
inainly two points.

(a)

Russell unreasonably qsserts a relation of entailment to hoid between
statements like "The present King of France is wise"- (S) and statements
like "One and ¢Ply ope person is at present King of France" - (S').

(b)

Russell siinilarly asserts that p;:~.rt of what one is saying when one makes
a statement of the first kind is a statement of the second kirtd.

According to Strawson both the mistakes on Russell's part are due to his failure
to see the relation of presp.pposition (not entailment) that holds between Sand
S'.

tn my opinion Stn\wson is unclear in his criticism of Russell. Objecting to his
first criticism it can ~1e ~rgued that there is not only no contradiction irtvoived in
ptaintaining that stqt~~erts ifke S botq presuppose and entail statements l~e S'
put also that on this

~ccount

the relation of entailment is contained within the

relation of presupposition. Further, Strawson' s arguments do not show that S
does not

enta~l

S' on the standard account of entailment, which does not even

make sense for truth vaiqeless objects. That Strawson supports the existence of
truth valueless objec~s is established by the definition of presupposftion given
by him in his book lritrocf.t-Lction to Logical Theon} : S is said to p:resp.ppose S' if
~hd only if, a necessary cqpditibn for S having a truth value is that S' h~ true.
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Since the statement presupposed (S') is false, it follows from this definition that
Sis neither true nor fal~e.1 4

This is the substantial point of difference between Strawson and Russell: Is a
statement like 'the Kfng

of

Ftance is wise' either true or false (as F.tissell

.:ontends) or ItJ it neitl1er true nor false (<:ls Strawson conte11ds)? I think Bt:p;~wson
is right ~t leqst in th1s iss1..1e and if tp~t is so then we need a new acco~nt of

logical conhe<:ti:ves ahq relation~ such as entailment. Strawson also attempt::; to
'

'

'

:provide such C\:ti. accmi:nt. )3tt.t even then what is important is that it 9-q..:-s not
follow from ;;my of thifl thqt there is a mistake in Russell's analysis of the
proposition - 'The present King of France is wise."

Russell had held that philosophy should consist in criticizing and cla,rifying
abstract notions. He was a char:n.pion of formalism. I reiterate that fitflt of all it
would be a smpenc~OH$ task to consi:rtict a formal language for philo~ophy and
q.lso that the degree of measurement and precision fouhd in physics or

tpq.thematics

fs neither possible nor necessary in philosophy. 1t is h·tie that

ir).div~dual points oi· argdwents are often seen more clearly when spelt out

formally. Bp.t whole positions of philosophic works would tend to become less
and not more manageable if expressed in formal language. So, to go on using
common speech carefully and refining it as we go along will be better .

•••
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